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glass lens, precision polished optical reflectors and powerful Watt Halogen bulbs combine to
produce super bright light output in a compact and slim housing. Apollo Pro lights are ideal for
A-Pillar locations to improve forward distance and illuminating areas around your vehicle.
Simple and adjustable mounting design allows for easy attachment to vehicle front bumpers,
light bars, A-Pillars and more to suit your lighting needs. Apollo Pro lights are designed to fit in
hard to reach areas and work for most front bumper or light bar applications. Skip to main
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Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Supper bright, solid thick durable plastic
housing and glass fronts, grills are plastic was hoping they were aluminum , got these over led
projectors due to needing to melt off snow in heavy winter LED emits no heat. Mounted up easy,
spent maybe 20 mins aiming them at night on a wall with my driving lights couldn't even see my
driving lights with these on, have since purchased some Rampage upgrades headlights to try
and keep up with these Appolo's. Used one or two nights so far and great beam distance,
moderate sidebeam "fog" light up as well. Comes with everything you need to install. Images in
this review. First off, these lights look great on my JK They don't block my view as much as
previous lights and installed easily through the separate windshield hinge light mounts I bought
for 35 dollars. Installing the lights on the windshield took less than 15 minutes for both lights.
The part that took the longest was the wiring. This was my first ever wiring job on any car I have
owned so I had no experience wiring from the engine to inside the cab. I tried a google search
and multiple youtube videos with no help on how to run the wiring through. I went out to figure
a route myself. The first route I found was a yellow foam on the driver side under the windshield
wiper hood area. The cab side of it could be accessed by removing the left panel near the

steering wheel by just plying it off. I was under the assumption that the small hole filled with
yellow foam inside the cab would lead to the larger foam under the wiper hood. I was wrong and
lost some tool bits inside there trying to make a hole which I still can't get out. Don't use that
method. I ended up finding a simpler route by taking off the driver side foot shaped piece that
the passenger side KC light will bolt on too. I was able to run the two white and green wires
from the relay in the engine easily to under that bracket and into the cab. From there, it was
homestretch to where I wanted to install the switch. After routing the two wires that way, I still
had around 5 feet of slack to play with. The brown ground wire I simply bolted on to one of the
many metal bolts in the dash. I did find it helpful the cut the ground wire tip that goes under the
bolt in half to make it easier to fit under the bolt. Overall without the issues I ran into, the total
install time was about 3 hours for an amateur like me. You really don't need to take this to a
professional. The relay i screwed on to the plastic area near the battery. I attached both the
yellow and white wires to the positive terminal and the black to the negative. I used the included
zip ties to run the bulk of the wires along the back end of the compartment. The lights ended up
being extremely bright and will turn on even if the car is off. The Pros: Very bright Everything
needed is included Easy instructions Small install time The Cons: The connector tips on the
wiring are pretty cheap and easily broke when I was trying to connect it to the switch. I just ran
the raw copper wiring through the small hole in the metal part of the switch and used pliers to
clamp it down. By JP on November 3, It would've been a minute job - I had to drill out the
bumper mounting holes - but the Deutsch connectors did not fit the original factory fog light
connectors. So I had to snip and splice the wiring. I soldered and shrink-tubed the splices. That
looked funky. Maybe I should've used bigger shrink tubes over the individual wire tubes? It's
functional. The other issue: one can only tighten these lights down so tight for elevation
adjustment. Once tightened in place as much as I dare, I can still rotate the lights up or down by
hand. So as I drive the Jeep, I can walk around front and adjust them as desired. So far 2
months , normal driving doesn't seem to have shaken them out of adjustment. The original fog
lights were solidly mounted and never needed adjustment in 16 years. But there has to be a
better way. A metal build, rather than plastic, would make one feel better about tightening them
in place. I like these lights because they expand side lighting nicely. I'm often in rural areas at
night with deer and other creatures and these fog lights make them much easier to see. We
frequently have fog in the Pacific NW, which has already begun, and they do help. And, to me,
the lights do look good up front. He offered to send me a new switch I wired these lights in
about an hour Obviously a continuos loop in the wiring I thought. To my surprise when calling
the , someone actually answered the phone at KC Hilites. He went over the wiring with me and
made the determination that the switch was bad. He offered to send me a new switch and a day
later I got not one, but two switches in the mail. Customer Service at KC Hilites is the real deal. I
replaced the switch and it worked. The only suggestion I would make about these lights is that
the pig tails are too short, they should be long enough to end up inside the car to be a true plug
and play. I plan on moving the connectors so they are inside with butt connectors and heat
shield wire protectors. Light output is good, wiring provided is nice, but the adjustment of the
lights is pretty poor - they do not hold their position for long and are subject to vibration, wind
and the slightest bumps. This design could be greatly improved if there were knurled or locking
surfaces where the adjustments occur. My installation was a lil different than Great product. My
installation was a lil different than most. Was a little tough hiding wires on this wrangler, and
placing relays. I placed relays inside the cab on drivers side by the clutch. Then ran everything
through firewall. Had to extend the connector wires to lights. If you're using for a light bar, I ran
three lights on one relay that's bigger, and the other two on the relay kc provides. Toggled into
one switch. Took me 8 hours. Not bad for a girl though! All in all great product, nice look! If your
putting them on a wrangler and need help feel free to ask me! I'll be happy to help. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I installed these spot lights on my bumper for
off-road use. I used existing wiring and switches so didn't use the wire and switches that came
with the kit although it looks complete and of decent quality. I just installed the lights so I can't
comment on long term durability. The lights and base look like they're fabricated from nylon
reinforced plastic which I prefer over metal to reduce rusting. I swapped out the mounting
hardware with stainless steel for the same reason although I don't think the stock bolts would
be a problem. Easily metres range. Very much a pencil beam. I couldn't imagine anything being
very useful at a longer range as it is well beyond what you can see while driving. Pleasantly
surprised at these. Report abuse. These are dam fine lights, light weight. Bright, good quality.
Non rusting What I did not realize when purchasing, is that the "KC" stone guard cannot be
removed for cleaning Which means I cannot wash crud off the lenses without a pressure
washer. Where I drive, it's winter road slush 5 months of the year, so the lights get covered and
are useless. One person found this helpful. Awesome quality lights at a very reasonable price.

And they look damn cool too! Installed these on my Liberty, and it couldn't be easier. I am not a
'electrical guy' but found the instructions easy to understand, and the installation only took
about 2 hours. Most of the time was spent routing the wiring through the firewall, the actual
'hook up' part, only took about 15 minutes or so. I direct wired my set to the battery, as I wanted
these to work without a key in the ignition, as I wanted them to light up my campsite when I am
setting up as I didn't want the engine running and door chime beeping at midnight disturbing
the other campers. And boy do they ever light the site up. These throw a nice even beam for
about meters, and I would definitely not recommend using them on a public highway. They are
like looking into the Ark of The Covenant! I have also used these on a few desolate, dirt back
roads at night, and they make all the difference in the world, and definitely make you feel a lot
safer. Takes the worry out of hitting a moose, or an unexpected road hazard. And the ability to
quickly hop out and re-aim them depending on the situation is an added plus. I always carry a
small socket set in my car, and it works perfectly for doing just that. The included switch is
excellent quality, and I had to use it, as tapping into the factory wiring, meant the factory fog
lights would also have to be on, when the driving lights were on. One tip I would suggest. When
you wash your car, use that as an opportunity to make sure the bolts are secure, and the lights
are properly aimed, and road vibrations, as the odd bump might throw them slightly out of
adjustment. Ordered these in Feb. After investigating the issue was in the plug. One of the
connectors was actually to short appeared to have been shoved back into the clip to make good
contact. At this point I should have just sent them back to KC with the warranty. After resolving
the connector issue and getting a few months of consistent use, bulbs began to burn out. I've
since replaced the bulbs with KC hilites replacements 3 times in less then 6 months. As recently
as the week this review is being written. Again after investigating the issue I noticed that both
female insulated connectors red wire inside the bulb housing were melted and completely
black. At this point I just decided to remove the fog lights and throw in the towel. As a side note
I also have a set of KC w long range driving lights, purchased on the same day, which I have
had zero issues with since installation. The fog lights were just not meant to be. Been wanting
KC Hilites for a long time and finally pulled the trigger on them. Really high quality product but
it's what you expect from one of the most well known brands in off road lighting. The included
harness is one of the best I've used, way better than these Chinese harnesses you find on eBay.
Everything you could possibly need is included in the package, and the instructions are pretty
easy to follow as well. There's also tons of videos on YouTube about installing these so it's not
that difficult. Best advice I can give is to plan your route carefully around the engine bay, don't
let the wires touch anything moving or hot. And find the easiest and most convenient way of
getting the wiring passed the fire wall and into the cabin before you start working. Pages with
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Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. These metal-housing Slimlights have metal mounting hardware and
provide a far superior mounting stability and durability as compared to the KC Apollo Lites. Just
purchased a new pair of KC Slimlites for a new vehicle that I'm adding offroad lights to. Light
brightness is outstanding! I've used these Slimites on other vehicles and all of them are still
operating great and not rusting. Installation is straight forward and plenty of wire length is
provided. These lights are far superior to the "KC Apollo Lites" which have a polymer housing
and mounting brackets and are much less secure. One note - KC lights come with a 23 year
warranty. With very courteous communications, KC warranted them by replacing them at no
cost! Try getting that kind of service and warrany support from any other offroad light company.
One person found this helpful. Verified Purchase. Installed on A-Pillar using stock accessory
switch so had to modify the wiring harness for that. Lights are super bright and improve down
range illumination. Can't yet tell how well they hold their aim. I've had to re-aim them a few times
and tighten the bolts. Not sure if its the light or I just did not tighten them enough when I did the
install--will right back in another month after I drive with them in more conditions. Otherwise a
great product! Nuff said. Easy enough to install once you have a place to install. Painted to
match the car. Actually looks good too. I'm sure they'll work just fine and will be WAY better
than whatever could be done with the factory fog location and lamps. I went with halogen
because LED's don't get hott enough to melt the snow. By John D. Images in this review. I love
the rugged quality of KC lights and this should've been a 5 star rating. However, I've owned
Daylighters in the past and was expecting the same or similar mounting design on the Slimlite.
It's not the same at all. KC should've copied the Daylighter mount design more closely, used the
thicker hardware and included the thick rubber washers. In summary, fantastic light, but
disappointing mount design. I have a ram If you have one you know how horrible the headlights
are on these trucks. These lights are so good I don't even have to use my regular headlights
anymore. No oncoming traffic had brighted me. These are some awesome lights. I have to admit
I expected them to be brighter then my high beams on my truck but they are not. What they do
offer is a good light with a bit more side lighting which is nice for where I live in the country. We
have a lot of animals that like to move in and out of the fields and through the deep ditches next
to the road. These lights give me an extra second to notice something down in the ditch or a bit
off the road in the field. Better made than older models. I ordered a single light to go with the 2
double boxes I ordered for a total of 5 lights. The single light had no wire harness for hook up.
Just the light and stone guard. I don't recall seeing anywhere stating that the single light did not
have the wire harness included. The box with 2 lights came with 2 wire harness. See all reviews.
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